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A theorem is presented on the location of the essential spectrum of certain intermediate 
Hamiltoni;.lns used to construct lower bounds to bound-state energies of multiparticle atomic 
and molecular systems. This result is an analog of the Hunziker-Van Winter-Zhislin theorem 
for exact Hamiltonians, which implies that the continuum of an N-electron system begins at 
the ground-state energy for the corresponding system with N - 1 electrons. The work 
presented here strengthens earlier results of Beattie [SIAM J. Math. Anal. 16,492 (1985)] in 
that one may now consider Hamiltonians restricted to the symmetry subspaces appropriate to 
the permutational symmetry required by the Pauli exclusion principle, or to other physically 
relevant symmetry subspaces. The associated convergence theory is also given, guaranteeing 
that all bound-state energies can be approximated from below with arbitrary accuracy. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Variational techniques for obtaining upper bounds to 
eigenvalues of a multiparticle Hamiltonian H are well devel
oped and can often yield quite accurate estimates to eigen
values of interest. However, upper bounds alone cannot pro
vide complete estimates of the error in the approximations to 
the eigenvalues. To do this one must bracket the eigenvalues 
of interest by also computing complementary lower bounds. 

In general, the computational effort is greater for lower
bound estimation, and the related analysis more subtle, than 
that required in standard approaches for upper-bound esti
mation (such as Hartree-Fock and configuration interac
tion methods). Furthermore, lower-bound procedures 
usually require some form of additional a priori spectral in
formation. For example, Temple's inequality1.2 can often 
yield a reasonably tight lower bound to a particular eigenval
ue provided that the eigenvalue of interest can be explicitly 
isolated from the next larger eigenvalue, which requires a 
good estimate on the next eigenvalue. Such needs for a priori 
spectral information often become problematic in practical 
circumstance. The method that we consider here, the meth
od of intermediate Hamiltonians, has by contrast fairly re
laxed requirements for a priori information, though effective 
use of this information may offer distinct computational 
challenges. 

The method of intermediate Hamiltonians was used 
with great success by Bazley and Fox3

-6 to obtain lower 
bounds to He, and by HilF to prove that H - has only one 
bound state. Extensions to three-electron problems proved 
more difficult, although some results have been obtained.8-11 
This method requ~es a decomposition of the self-adjoint op
erator H as Ho + H, where informatio~ on the discrete spec
trum of Ho is explicitly avai~ble and H is a symmetric posi
tive-definite operator (Le., H~O). Those eigenvalues of Ho 
that lie below the infimum of the essential spectrum of H 
[Le., the bottom of the continuum, denoted here as..i. (H)] 

are lower bounds to the corresponding eigenvalues of H. Be
cause these bounds invariably tend to be quite cru~e, one 
seeks improved bounds by carefully approximating H from 
below (in the sense of quadratic forms). As originally con
ceived, this was done with an increasing chain of positive 
semidefinite finite-rank operators. The resulting problem 
was equivalent to the evaluation of the spectrum of a degen
erately perturbed operator with known spectrum. 12 A de
tailed discussion of intermediate operator methods can be 
found in Refs. 13-15. 

The principal difficulty in applying standard intermedi
ate operator techniques to multiparticle Hamiltonians is that 
the lowest point of the essential spectrum of the base opera
tor, ..i. (Ho), often lies below the lowest eigenvalue of H. 

A 

Since finite-rank approximations to H produce compact per-
turbations of Ho that leave the essential spectrum of Ho un
perturbed, the method as originally developed in Refs. 4 and 
5 cannot yield convergent lower bounds. Fox16 developed a 
modification of the standard intermediate operator ap
proach utilizing noncompact perturbations of the base oper
ator Ho, yet retaining the critical property of producing com
putationally resolvable intermediate operators. Recently 
Beattie17 showed that a variant of Fox's construction yields 
intermediate Hamiltonians for which ..i. (Ho) can be made 
arbitrarily close to..i. (H), the lowest point of the essential 
spectrum of the exact Hamiltonian. This allows, at least in 
principle, tight lower bounds to all eigenvalues of the Hamil
tonian. These results were obtained for the full Hamiltonian 
operator without considering the permutational symmetries 
of the system. In calculations for real atomic and molecular 
systems, one wants to consider Hamiltonians that are re
stricted to appropriate symmetry subspaces so that the Pauli 
exclusion principle is satisfied. In this paper we show that the 
results of Ref. 17 can be extended to such symmetry-restrict
ed Hamiltonians. The crucial point is to extend Beattie's 
analog of the Hunziker-Van Winter-Zhislin (HVZ) 
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theorem to intermediate Hamiltonians restricted to appro
priate symmetry subspaces. 

In addition, we discuss extensions to systems containing 
several species of identical particles, and to molecular sys
tems. Finally, we show that the lower bounds obtained via 
this construction converge to the exact eigenvalues of H. 
Thus all bound states of H can, at least in principle, be ap
proximated from below with arbitrary accuracy. 

The behavior of a single particle with spin s is described 
by a Hamiltonian operator acting on a suitable dense subset 
of the Hilbert space JiY' = L 2(R3 ) ® (;2s+ I. For real elec
trons, which have two spin states, we have JiY' 
= L 2(R3

) ® (;2. The Hamiltonian for N identical particles 
then acts on an appropriate subspace of 

JiY'N = JiY' ® JiY' ® JiY' ® JiY' ® ... ® JiY' , 

i.e., the tensor product of N copies of JiY'. Ifthe particles are 
bosons (s = integer), the N-particle Hamiltonian must be 
restricted to the symmetric subspace of JiY'N, which we de
note as JiY'~. If the particles are fermions (s = half-in
teger), the N-particle Hamiltonian must be restricted to the 
antisymmetric subspace of JiY'N, which we denote as JiY'~ . 

The multiparticle Hamiltonians that we consider have 
the form 

N 

HN = I [-11; + W(r;)] + IV(r; - rj ), (1) 
;= 1 ;<j 

where 11; is the three-dimensional Laplacian acting on co
ordinates of the ith particle, and Wand Vare suitable poten
tial functions. The restriction of H N to JiY'~ or JiY'~ will be 
denoted H N. + or H N. _ , respectively. For N electrons in the 
field of a fixed nucleus of charge Z, W(r) = - Z Ir and 
V(r) = l/r, where r = Irl. For molecular systems with M 
fixed nuclei of charge ZI"",ZM at positions R1, ... ,RM, 

M -Z I 
W(r) = I J and V(r) = -. 

J=,lr-RJI r 

In the molecular case, tractable intermediate Hamiltonians 
appear to exist only for homonuclear diatomic molecules, in 
which case the Schrodinger equation for the Hamiltonian 

h = -11- Z/lr - R,I - Z/lr - R21 

can be solved exactly. 
We require that the potentials in both the atomic and 

fixed-nuclei molecular cases satisfy conditions sufficient to 
assure convergent spectral approximations, as follows: 

(a) Wand VEL 2(R3
) + [L 00 (R3

) le , 
(b) V>O almost everywhere in R3 , 

(c) the self-adjoint operator corresponding to 
h = - 11 + W is bounded below and has as its 
spectrum negative eigenvalues of finite multiplic
ity, and essential spectrum [0,00 ). 

Although practical applications generally require that h 
actually have some negative eigenvalues, the analysis re
mains valid if some hk possesses only essential spectrum 
[0,00). 

(In the case of diatomic molecules with finite nuclear 
mass, for example, it might actually be useful to consider 
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hJ = - I1J>O; unfortunately, other difficulties prevent us 
from extending these techniques to molecular systems with 
finite nuclear mass at present. In the extension to several 
species of identical particles discussed at the end of Sec. IV, 
the charge of all particles must have the same sign.) 

II. INTERMEDIATE HAMILTONIANS 

Following earlier work, we consider intermediate Ham
iltonians that can be expressed in the form 

N 

H'f:P = I h7a + I zig , (2) 
;= 1 i<j 

where h ~a and zig denote, respectively, approximations to 
h; = - 11; + W(r;) and Veri - rj ) having the following 
key properties. 

(i) The approximation h ~ has the form 
Tka +Ak+l(h)Ekl, where Ak+l(h) is the kth 
eigenvalueofh = -11 + W(r),Ek is the orthogo
nal projection onto the span of the eigenspaces cor
responding to eigenvalues A1, ... ,Ak of h, 
E k 1 = I - E k' T ka is symmetric and has finite rank 
(k + a) with range denoted r ka' and 
Tka + Ak + 1 (h )Ek 1 < h in the sense of quadratic 
forms. 

(ii) The approximation zig has finite rank with range 
np ® np for some explicitly known/3-dimensional 
space np CJiY', and zig < Veri - rj ) in the sense of 
quadratic forms. 

[Although the analysis in Ref. 17 is given for operators on 
L 2(R3

), it can readily be extended to operators on 
JiY' = L 2(R3 ) ® (;2s+ 1. However, we note the following 
changes in notation: 

np-.. np , ~k Vspana{A~qv}-+rka.] 

The construction of Tka depends on the spectral resolution 
of h and the choice of a finite-dimensional subspace 
Oa cJiY': 

Tka = hEk + [h - Ak+ t<h)]E/Qa, 

where Q a is a nonorthogonal projection operator with range 
Qa and kernel {[ h - Ak+ 1 (h) ]Ek loaF. The approxima
tion zig is defined similarly as Veri - rj)R~, where R ~ is a 
nonorthogonal projection with range A~ and kernel 
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{V(fj - fj )A~P. A more complete description and analysis 
may be found in Refs. 16-18. 

Define the subspace J/kaf3 = r ka V nf3. Notice that for 
a simple two-particle intermediate Hamiltonian given by 
H;af3 = h ~a + h r + vIt, a full set of explicit reducing 
spaces may be constructed as J/kaf3 ® J/kaf3, J/ kaf3 
® [J/kaf3 ]\ [J/kaf3 ]l®J/kaf3, and [J/ kaf3]l ® [J/ kaf3]l. 
It is not hard to see that on the last subspace, H ;af3 reduces to 
a scalar multiple of the identity I, while on the first subspace 
it is essentially a matrix operator. On the remaining two sub
spaces, H ;af3 is effectively a direct product of a matrix opera
tor and a scalar multiple of /. This means that the spectrum 
of H ;af3 can be computed explicitly through a matrix diago
nalization. However, these subspaces will not be reducing 
subspaces for H ;~~ . To obtain reducing subspaces with the 
correct permutational symmetry, the first and last subspaces 
above must be replaced by their symmetric or antisymmetric 
components, while the middle two spaces must be replaced 
by 

%;~~ ± = J/kaf3 ® [J/kaf3] 1 ± [J/kaf3] 1 ® J/kaf3 . 

The construction of reducing subspaces in the N-parti
cle case follows a similar pattern. To construct reducing sub
spaces for H ~~~ we let 

'Jrt~ .. s, =./V1 ®./v2 ® ... likYN (3) 

describe a subspace of )7t"'N with 

./Vj = J/kaf3, if iE{sl, ... ,sJ , 
and 

./Vi = [J/kaf3 ]\ if iEl:{s" ... ,sJ. 
If permutational symmetry is not considered, then 'Jr~~~.s, 
will be a reducing subspace for H ~af3. However, 'Jr~~~.s, will 
not be a reducing subspace for the symmetry-restricted in
termediate Hamiltonians H ~~~ . Therefore we now define 

% kaf3 _ Ell W kaf3 
N,r - SI •...• S" 

SI ... ·'S' 

i.e., %';:.t is the span of the unions of all subspaces of the 
form (3) with exactly r copies of J/ kaf3 and N - r copies of 
[J/kaf3 ]1. Let %~~f. ± denote the symmetric and antisym
metric subspaces of %';:.t. Then'%~~f. ± is a reducing sub
space for H ~~~ for all r, and 

N 

crpN '" C'f/'kaf3 
c7l ± = IJ7 Jl N,r, ± . 

r=O 

III. LOCATION OF ESSENTIAL SPECTRUM 

(4) 

Let A. (A) = inf 0' ... (A) and Al (A) = inf O'(A). For 
Hamiltonians of the form ( 1 ), the celebrated HVZ 
theoreml9 is equivalent to the statement 

A.(HN) =AI(HN _ I ), 

i.e., the essential spectrum of the Hamiltonian of N particles 
in the field of a fixed nucleus (or several fixed nuclei) begins 
at the lowest eigenvalue of the corresponding system with 
N - 1 particles. In the case of symmetry-restricted Hamilto
nians, H N. ± ' this result becomes 

A.(HN.±) =AI(HN _ I,±)· 
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Beattie l7 gave an analogous formula for intermediate Hamil
tonians without symmetry restrictions. The extension of 
Beattie's formula to symmetry-restricted intermediate 
Hamiltonians is the following theorem. 

Theorem 1: A. (H~ ) = Al (H';:!! I, ± ) + Ak+ I (h). 
Before proving this result, it will be useful to make some 

observations about the spectral properties of H ';:,f. ± ' by 
which we denote the restriction of H 'fvaf3 to %';:,f. ± . All ei
genfunctions of H ';:,f. ± have the form 

~ ± {G(xl,oo·,xr)gl(Xr+ I )"'gN-r(XN )}, (5) 

where Xi = (ri,si) represents the space and spin coordinates 
of the ith particle, G is an eigenfunction of H ':::~± ' the gj are 
in [J/kaf3]\and~± projectsonto)7t"'~. ThusH~~± has 
pure point spectrum consisting of eigenvalues of the form 

e-val(H~~ ± ) = e-val(H~ ) + (N - r)A k + I (h). (6) 

However, because h ka is a multiple of the identity on the 
infinite-dimensional space [J/kaf3]l, the eigenvalues of 
H ';:.f. ± have (i) finite multiplicity, if r = N; and (ii) infinite 
multiplicity, if r < N. Thus H ~~. ± has only discrete spec
trum, while H ';:.f, ± has only essential spectrum when N> r. 

To prove Theorem 1, we first note that (4) implies 

Al (H':::~ ) = minr=o, ... ,n Al (H~~!!± ) . (7) 

Applying a similar analysis to A. (H';:.~ ) and using (7) 
along with the observations above, we find that 

A. (H';:.~ ) = minr=o, .... N A. (H';:.f, ± ) 

=minr=o .... ,N_, A.(H~~±) 

= minr=o .... ,N_I {AI(H~~~± ) 

+ (N - r)Ak+ I (h)} 

=minr=o, ... ,N_I{AI(H':::~± ) 

+ [(N-l) -r]Ak+l(h)}+Ak+dh) 

= minr=o, .... N_ I {AI (H';:!! I,r, ± )} + Ak+ I (h) 

= Al (H'N!! Io± ) + Ak + dh) . 

IV. EXTENSION TO SYMMETRY SUBSPACES 

Our analysis thus far has not explicitly considered spin. 
The spin was present implicitly by the inclusion of C2s + I in 
)7t'" = L 2(Dl3

) ® C2s+ I. When spin is explicitly considered, it 
suffices to use trial functions IIJ in)7t"'~ that have the form 

T 

IIJ = I <I>,(rl,oo.,rN)~,(Sl>oo.,SN)' (8) 
'=1 

where <I>,E[L2(Dl3)]N and ~,E[C2s+I]N, and for which 
{<I>,} and {~,} are bases of irreducible representations of the 
symmetric group SN' It is then natural to ask if Theorem 1 
can be extended to this situation, i.e., to HN,u defined as the 
operator H N restricted to the subspace of [L 2 (R3 ) ] N corre
sponding to the irreducible representation 0' of SN' Before 
showing that such an extension is possible, we point out that 
Theorem 1 actually suffices for most practical calculations. 
If one is interested in bound states belonging to a particular 
subspace 0', Theorem 1 implies that it suffices to consider 
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intermediate Hamiltonians restricted to the subspace K~, 
provided that the eigenvalues of interest lie below 
A.. (HN, ± ). However, the extension to other irreducible rep
resentations, which we give here, is useful for several rea
sons. 

(a) One is occasionally interested in bound states em
bedded in the continuum, i.e" in energies Eu ' which lie in the 
region A..(HN,±)<Eu<A..(HN,u)' (Hill's proof 9 that 
H - - has no bound states in the quartet sector is an example 
of such a situation. ) 

(b) A similar analysis can be applied to other physically 
relevant symmetries besides permutational symmetry. 

( c) This analysis can be extended to consider several 
species of particles, as described below. 

(d) The spectrum of K~ is a subset of that for K~ . 
Hence restriction to K~ can reduce the density of eigenval
ue clusters and increase the gap between computed eigenval
ues, as compared to that when K~ is used. This improves 
both the conditioning and convergence rate of computa
tional algorithms used ultimately to resolve the final matrix 
eigenvalue problem. 20 

Sigalov and Sigal21,22 have shown how to extend the 
HVZ theorem to Hamiltonians restricted to symmetry sub
spaces. We summarize their analysis for Hamiltonians of the 
form H N,u' Let u and CtJ denote irreducible representations of 
S Nand Sn' respectively, with n < N, so that Sn is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of S N' Let CtJ < u indicate that the irreducible 
representation CtJ is present in the decomposition of u re
stricted to Sn' Sigalov and Sigal21,22 showed that, in the case 
of Hamiltonians of type ( 1 ), 

)".(HN,u) =min",<u).,I(HN _ I,,,,). (9) 

The corresponding generalization to intermediate Hamilto
nians is the next theorem. 

Theorem 2: 

).,.(H'N~) =min",<u).,I(H'N"~I.{U) +)"k+dh). (10) 
Proof" We first note that eigenfunctions of H'f.::: have 

the form 

~u {G(xw .. ,x,)gl (x,+ I)" 'gN- ,(XN)}' 

where the notation is as in Theorem 1, except that udenotes 
the restriction to the subspace K~ corresponding to u, and 
G is an eigenfunction of H ~':! with CtJ < u. The proof of 
Theorem 1 can then be easily extended to this more general 
case. We omit the details. 

It should be clear that our analysis could easily be ex
tended to symmetry subspaces corresponding to several spe
cies of identical particles instead of N electrons, e.g., NI elec
trons and N2 muons with NI + N2 = N. In this case, - Ai 
would be replaced by - A;lmi in (1), where m; is the mass 
of particle i, and H N would act on K~ ® K"!:. . 

V. CONVERGENCE 

The question of what conditions on the approximating 
subspaces A~ and fla are sufficient to guarantee convergent 
estimates has been addressed in more general settings by 
Beattie,18 Greenlee,23 Beattie and Greenlee,24 and Brown.2s 

In our setting, the derived density criteria sufficient to guar
antee convergence may be succinctly stated: 

2239 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 29, No. 10. October 1988 

(1) lim A~ is dense in [W 2
•
2 (R3) ® C2s + I] 

®[W2,2(R3 )®C2s + I J, (11) 

(2) lim fla is dense in W 2,2 (R3) ® C2• + I , (12) 

where W 2
•
2 (R3) denotes the second Sobolev space embed

ded in L 2 (R3). In particular, these density conditions induce 
core conditions within every symmetry subspace K~ suffi
cient to produce convergent spectral estimates for H ';:,t, 
provided one additional hypothesis holds. The convergence 
results cited above all carry the proviso that the lowest point 
of the essential spectrum of the intermediate operators must 
move up sufficiently to expose the eigenvalues of H N,u to 
convergent estimates. That such movement can be guaran
teed for the full unrestricted Hamiltonian operator was 
shown in Refs. 18 and 24. We show here that this is also the 
case for Hamiltonians restricted to symmetry subspaces. 

Theorem 3: Under the density hypotheses (11) and 
(12), the family of intermediate Hamiltonians {H'f:.:}kafJ 
provides convergent lower-bound estimates to the lowest 
point of the essential spectrum of H N,u: 

(13) 

As a consequence, every lower eigenvalue of H N,u is accessi
ble to convergent estimates, and 

limA.;(H~) =).,;(HN,u) , (14) 
kaP' , 

for every i such that).,i (H N,,,) <).,. (H N,u) . 
Proof" Consider first the case N = 2. We have from ( 10) 

A.. (Ht'!) = min",<u)"1 (Hr!) + ).,k+ I (h) 

=).,1 (H~aP) +).,k+ I (h) 

=).,I(h~) +).,k+dh) 

=).,I(h) +).,k+1 (h) =).,.(H2,,,) +A.k+1 (h). 

Since)., k+ I (h) -+ 0 as k -+ ex>, (13) holds for N = 2, and the 
density conditions ( 11) and ( 12) guarantee that ( 14) holds 
as well. Now make an induction hypothesis and suppose that 
(13) and (14) hold for all N < M, for some M> 1. We may 
then deduce that 

lim)".(H~~) = limmin{u<u).,I(H~I"') 
kaP 'kaP , 

=min",<u).,I(HM_1,{U) =).,.(HM,u)· 

Hence (13) holds for N = M, the density criteria again im
ply (14) for N = M, and the induction step is completed. 
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